
WOODNOTES COLLECTION 2017 ON SHOW IN COLOGNE

Woodnotes is presenting its 2017 collection at the International Furniture Fair in Cologne 16.-
22.1.2017. Included are the ICONIC AWARDS 2017: Interior Innovation – Best of Best winner San 
Francisco paper yarn carpet together with the new Siro+ chairs: Siro+ with armrests and Siro+ bar 
stool. Woodnotes can be found at stand J 018 in hall 2.2. 

SAN FRANCISCO PAPER YARN CARPET 

The San Francisco carpet’s design is an asymmetrical combination of different vertical and horizontal stripes 
and squares creating a relaxed and easy atmosphere in the interior. Due to the combination of different 
patterns, colors and natural material, the San Francisco carpet can be easily matched with different styles 
and interiors. The ends of San Francisco carpet have fringes and it is designed for reversible use. It is also 
available with all other Woodnotes finishing options. There are five different color combinations in the 
San Francisco collection, but colors can also be hand-picked to suit individual preferences. Design by Ritva 
Puotila.
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SIRO+ WITH ARMRESTS 

Siro+ with Armrests is a dining chair designed by Milan-based designers Ilkka Suppanen and Raffaella 
Mangiarotti. The armrest is bended metal covered with leather, curved around the chair creating a 
beautiful and slender look. The oak frame is finished with wax or stained black. There is a choice of 
wooden or upholstered seat with Sand paper yarn cotton fabric or leather upholstery. 
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SIRO+ BAR STOOL

The Siro+ bar stool is beautifully proportioned high stool with a backrest lowered as if it was a handle. It’s 
made of oak and finished with a polished wax or stained black. The footrest is brass or black painted metal. 
There are two seating heights available: 65 cm and 75 cm and a choice of wooden, leather or Sand paper 
yarn cotton fabric upholstered seat. Design Ilkka Suppanen and Raffaella Mangiarotti.
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Come and check out our new products at our stand!

Known for their uncompromising philosophy, Woodnotes is an internationally acclaimed design company 
that manufactures interior products inspired by the natural beauty of paper yarn and intended for use in 
homes and public spaces. The Woodnotes philosophy is based on aesthetics of refined and pure design. The 
high-quality products are long-lasting and, thus, environmentally friendly. The pure and dustless materials are 
safe and easy-care.

Founded in 1987 by Ritva and Mikko Puotila, Woodnotes has grown from a line of paper yarn carpets into 
a total interior design concept. Currently, around 70% of Woodnotes’ production is exported to more than 
30 countries. The collection includes designs from Ritva Puotila, Minna Ahokas, Tapio Anttila, Mia Cullin, Ilkka 
Suppanen, Raffaella Mangiarotti, Harri Koskinen and Ulla Koskinen. 

Visit the Woodnotes website at www.woodnotes.fi
Further information and image requests: woodnotes@woodnotes.fi
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